
Welcome to Spring! 

It is pretty amazing; we are finally in May and enjoying this great 
time of year.  In Detroit, over 600,000 daffodils are blooming all 
around the city (I have seen varying reports on the bulb count).  A 
reminder that 5 months of grey are nearly over.  Us Emerging 
Professionals are much like these flowers- cheesy analogy, I’ll stop 
now.  

As we think of all things Spring and Renewal, this is a great time 
for us all to start working on expanding our knowledge banks and 
skill sets.  AIAU has a fantastic course catalog.  Focusing on being 
relevant, salient, and convenient, the online classes range from 
Energy, Business Foundations, Resilience and Adaptation, and 
Materials.  Many of these series culminate in the learner earing a 
certificate. 

For our emerging professionals, there is a free for associate 
members series called, “Emerge by AIAU” which provides AXP 
credits and can only help with obtaining licensure.   For firm 
leaders, this is a great place to point staff who can’t get exposure in 
particular areas of practice just yet.  It also might help prepare 
recent graduates for actual practical experience- and again, for 
associate members it’s free! 

Are you current with NCARB?  They offer CEU courses called 
Monographs complimentary online.  These are another great 
resource for independent study to sharpen one’s skills.  Not 
exactly weekend reading (sunny days are ahead), but perfect for 
the quiet lunch-time setting.  Think of these as perfect ways to 
gain exposure in areas which you wish to gain experience or could 
sharpen-up in. 

Looking for more great courses… how about writing one? Many 
Firms are AIA Continuing Education Providers and are meant for 
the ability to submit custom courses and issue CEU certificates.  
What a great way to talk about your last architectural tour or 
project lessons learned in the office.  As members, all of us can 
self-report for non-HSW credits.  If your firm is not, and of course, 
you have a great idea, reach-out to your chapter.  They might be 
able to make the right opportunity happen. 

I wish a great Spring ahead for all our members.  
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